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the smurfette's group eventually encounter the gargamel's
group, only to find that they are being led by gargamel's

assistant, who happens to be none other than merlin (also
played by jonathan pryce) who recognizes the egg and
decides to help the group. soon enough, the two groups

find themselves working together to beat back gargamel's
army and save the lost village. eventually, gargamel finds
out that smurfette is missing and captures the egg, only to

learn that it is incapable of being cracked, so he leaves
and returns to the forbidden forest to get back the other

smurf eggs, which are all located there. just as gargamel is
about to capture the lost village, he encounters the egg
and learns that the egg is the one from which the smurfs
were created. he then attempts to use the egg to restore

his ancient armor and magically appears to his former
glory, but is stopped short of actually regaining his former
glory when papa smurf appears to challenge him to a fight.
the two battle it out, eventually resulting in papa smurf's

ultimate demise, leaving gargamel with an egg that, in his
mind, will eventually restore his pride and allow him to
regain his magical powers. meanwhile, the smurfette's

group escapes the forbidden forest and return to the lost
village, but, to their surprise, they are no longer the lost
village. having learned that the lost village is really the

forbidden forest, the group learns that they were tricked
and refuses to go back home, preferring to stay in the lost
village. later, gargamel's army makes their way to the lost
village and attempts to capture the smurfs. however, they
are saved when gargamel's assistant comes to their aid,

and they are able to defeat him and free the smurfs.
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